
NC objectives: 
History: events beyond living memory; significant historical 

places in their locality; significant individuals who have 

contributed to national and international achievements; compare 
aspects of life in different periods 

Geography: identify characteristics of United Kingdom 

 

 
Current Learning: 

✓ What phrases can we use when discussing the past? 

✓ What is a castle and why were they built? 

✓ How have castles changed over time? 

✓ What was it like to live in a castle? 

✓ How does life now compare to medieval times? 

✓ Where can you find castles in the United Kingdom? 

✓ Who were some important British Kings and Queens 

 

Curriculum Aspirations 
Trip to castles (Newcastle/Durham) Workshop on life as a 

medieval knight. Artefacts and non fiction books from DLR 
 

Rules and routines now and in the past. Religious behaviours. 

Debate on war/invasion. 

Pupils will need to be resilient and concentrate when learning 

about historical changes in castle structures and parts of a 

castle. The trips to local North East castles and viewing online 

castle virtual tours will foster a love of learning and develop 

pupils’ independence.  

Working collaboratively skills will be developed when taking 

part in class debates about the skills needed to be a good 

monarch. Pupils will also develop their teamwork skills when 

they research the differences between lives now compared to life 

in medieval times.    

Resources 

Book trips to castles. 

 

 
Key Vocabulary 

Old  new  past  present  same  different  changed  memory  time  chronological   knight   

amour  medieval  monarchy  moat  battlements  drawbridge  portcullis  keep     

 

 

Prior Learning: 

Year 1: Toys and Homes (Homes in the past, phrases to use when 

discussing the past) 

Year 1: Where we Live (Map of UK, location of Coundon/Durham) 

Future Learning: 

Year 2: Holidays in the UK (Map of UK) 

Year 4: UK Cities and Counties (Map of UK); Invaders and 

Settlers (End of Viking era) Big Question 

Would you rather live in 

your house now or be a 

king/queen/knight living in 

a castle? 

 

 


